
How many different sandwiches can be made from 
2 types of bread, 3 types of cheese, and 3 types 
of meat?

          

We could solve this by making a tree or we can 
solve by using the Fundamental Counting 
Principle.

To solve using the Fundamental Counting 
Principle, you just need to multiply all of the 
possibilities together. 

2 x 3 x 3 = 18 different sandwiches



*Outcome –  the result of a single trial

 

*Sample Space – set of all possible outcomes

*Event – consists of one or more outcomes of a trial

*Fundamental Counting Principle.

This principle states:  if event M can occur in m ways and is 
followed by event N that can occur in n ways, then even M 
followed by event N can occur in m∙ n ways. 



*Independent Event – the outcome of one event does NOT 
affect the outcome of the other event 

EX.  Many answering machines allow their owners to 
call home and check messages.  A 3-digit code must 
be used to access the messages.  How many codes 
are possible?
 
There are 10 different digits (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9)

This does not state that digits cannot repeat.
So, there are 10 options for each digit of the 
code.

10x10x10 = 1000 possible codes



*Dependent Events –  the outcome of one event 
does affect the outcome of the other event.

EX.  Michelle wants to schedule 5 classes.  Assume 
that each class is offered each period.  How many 
different schedules could Michelle have?

You cannot take the same class more than once a 
day.
So you have 5 classes to choose from for first period, 
4 for second period, 3 for 3rd period, 2 for 4th period 
and one for 5th period.

Multiply 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 120 possible schedules.



* On your calculator, if you type 5, then click 
the PRB button and scroll over to the ! and 
select it and then hit enter you will also get the 
answer. It is called a factorial when you 
multiply a number by all of the digits below it.

This is a little easier when you have a larger 
number. For example 20! - entering on the 
calculator is easier than doing 
20X19X18X17X16X15X14x13X12x11X10x9X8x7X6x
5X4x3X2x1.


